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4 Incredible Edibles Books

Kitchen Tools & Gadgets

Forget carrots
and cabbages.
Be inspired to
cultivate and
cook amazing
new crops with
this seed-toplate guide to
more than 50
extraordinary edibles you might not usually think to
grow in your garden. Peas that taste like
asparagus, strikingly purple hyacinth beans, or tiny
cucumbers that look like watermelons are just
some of the edible
delights to be found.
A crack team of growers led by Radio 4 favourite Matt
Biggs have grown and tested every fruit and veg to
bring you practical growing tips for your exciting new
crop. £14.99 DK
Listed below are VEGETABLES and all you have to do
is match the numbers to the letters.
1. ASPARAGUS

3. OKRA

5. ARTICHOKE

2. CHICKPEAS

4. ONION

6. RADISH

A

B

C

D

E

F

1. AnySharp Knife Sharpeners
Whether you're slicing meat or dicing vegetables, a
sharp blade makes cutting effortless. AnySharp
restores a super sharp cutting edge to blunt knife
blades that have dulled with use. The unique,
patented AnySharp uses tungsten carbide
technology to extend the life of almost any knife.
AnySharp works on virtually any knife, including
expensive hardened steel knives. The AnySharp's
unique safety feature is its PowerGrip suction cup base,
which attaches securely to any smooth surface or worktop without the need for any tools.
Once it's attached you can sharpen any knife safely hands free! £14.99 www.anysharp.com

2. Converter Work Top
This converting work top from Robert Dyas
will be a handy tool in the kitchen! It has all
the typical kitchen weights and
measurements that you need to know to
cook and bake accurately! £5.99
www.robertdyas.co.uk

3. Terraillon Premium Rolling Pin and Silicone Mat
Reinvent your approach to baking with this rolling pin and pastry mat! The Premium
rolling pin and mat is your best ally in successful dough making. The mat is heat
resistant up to 220°C and suitable for ovens as well as microwaves. The graduated
rolling pin with removable discs makes it possible to adjust
the thickness of your dough. In
addition, the mat can be rolled up
and stored inside the rolling
pin.Premium cookware impresses
with precision and practicality.
£29.99 www.terraillon.com
For your chance to win any of the above
kitchen tools and gadgets, (include your
preference on the entry form) see if you can
unravel these four anagrams of PASTRIES.
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Check out our NEW website at www.prizemagazinesdirect.com
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